
 

Week 4: IS-LM Curve  
The Definition of Money 

● Money is defined as any good or asset that serves the following three functions: 
○ Medium of Exchange 
○ Store of Value 
○ Unit of Account 

● The Money Supply (MS) is equal to currency in circulation plus 
○ Checking/current accounts at banks and thrift institutions 

● Changing the level of money supply 
○ Printing more/less money 
○ OMO: Open Market Operations 
○ Changing reserve requirements 

 
Money Demand 

● The demand for money is determined by people’s need for money to facilitate 
transactions 

○ If Income (Y)↟ then Md↟ 
○ If the Price Level (P) ↟ then Md↟ 

■ Notice: Real Money Demand = = hY 
■ Real money balances (M/P) equals a fraction h of real income (Y) 
■ The superscript d means “the demand for” 

● The demand for money also depends negatively on the cost of holding money, 
the interest rate (r)  

○ If r↟ then Md decreases as people switch out of money into interest-
bearing savings accounts or other financial assets 

● Algebraically, the general linear form of Md is: 

 
● h measures the income elasticity of transactions demand for money 
● f measures the sensitivity or elasticity of individuals to interest rate changes when 

you are considering buying or not buying bonds (financial asset) 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Demand for Money, the Interest Rate, and Real Income 

 
● The vertical line L’ is drawn on the unrealistic assumption that the demand for 

real money balances does not depend on the interest rate but rather is a fixed 
fraction h of real income, that is (M/P)d1 = hY0 

● The alternative downward sloping L1 curve has the same level of income and the 
same horizontal intercept (M/P)d1 = hY0 

● But as the interest rate rises from zero to point D to point F the demand for real 
balances decreases 

● The shaded area shows the amount shifted into other assets, an amount that 
grows as the interest rate rises, leaving a smaller and smaller amount that is held 
as money 

● The vertical line is the transactions demand for money; It is not affected by 
interest rates but is affected by GDP 

○ If GDP is high, the line will shift to the right 
○ If GDP is low, the line will shift to the left 

● What determines the slope of the money demand curve? 
○ The slope of asset demand for money, which is a reflection of the duality 

of money, bond prices, and interest rates are inversely related 
● What determines where the money demand curve intersects the horizontal 

axis 
○ It is the vertical line which is determined by the GDP 

 
What Shifts Money Demand? 

● The main shift factor for Md real is income (Y) 
● Additional shift factors include: 



 

○ Interest paid on money: If money pays more interest, Md rises 
○ Wealth: If people become wealthier, some of the additional wealth may be 

held as money, so Md rises 
○ Expected future inflation: If people expect P to rise quickly in the future, 

they will try to hold as little money as possible 
○ Payment technologies: Any technological development that alters how 

people pay for goods and services, or the ease of switching between 
money and non-money assets can change Md  

■ Examples: Credit cards and ATM’s 
The LM Curve 

● The LM Curve is the relationship between the equilibrium condition of the real 
supply of money and the real demand for money 

● Algebraic Derivation: 
○ At equilibrium, real Ms equals real Md: 

 
● “hY” = Transaction demand 
● “fr” = Asset demand  
● “hY - fr” = Money demand 

Solving for r yields:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


